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a b s t r a c t
Many proteins are not refoldable and also insoluble. Previously no general method was available to
solubilize them and consequently their structural properties remained unknown. Surprisingly, we
recently discovered that all insoluble proteins in our laboratory, which are highly diverse, can be
solubilized in pure water. Structural characterization by CD and NMR led to their classiﬁcation into
three groups, all of which appear trapped in the highly disordered or partially-folded states with a
substantial exposure of hydrophobic side chains. In this review, I discuss our results in a wide context and subsequently propose a model to rationalize the discovery. The potential applications are
also explored in studying protein folding, design and membrane proteins.
Ó 2009 Federation of European Biochemical Societies. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Water, life and protein folding
Water covers two-thirds of our planet. At least to our experience, where there is water, there is life [1]. Water is widely
regarded as the ‘matrix of life’ which is not just a passive scaffold
but also has many active roles in molecular biology [2]. The absolutely-essential role of water for life is associated with its very
extraordinary properties which are believed to be irreplaceable
by another single molecule system. For example, ice ﬂoats over liquid water, thus allowing ﬁsh to survive even the top is frozen in
rivers, lakes and oceans. Despite the apparent simplicity of the
water molecule, water is probably the most mysterious substance
in our world. For example, in the late 1960s, Russian chemist Boris
Deryaguin and his colleagues claimed that polywater, a gel-like
form of water, could be observed in small capillary tubes [2]. Even
more unbelievably, in the 1980s Benveniste and his collaborators
proposed the notion of the ‘memory of water’, whereby the liquid
water could allegedly be imprinted by biomolecular information
which is still wheeled out to justify homeopathy [2,3]. On the other
hand, the deeper we probe into water by new scientiﬁc techniques,
the more problems and puzzles rise. This is elegantly exempliﬁed
by the recent report claiming that instead of the classic tetrahedral
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structure, molecules in liquid water can only have two strong
hydrogen bonds, thus resulting in water chains and rings [4,5].
All biomolecules function in water and in particular, water is
central to their structure, stability, dynamics and function. So far,
no other liquid has been demonstrated to be able to substitute
water and meanwhile still compatible with the existence of complex biomolecules. As a consequence, water can not be simply treated as an inert environment, but rather should be considered to be
an integral and active constituent of biomolecular systems [5–10].
Proteins are the most important player that implements the
most difﬁcult but essential tasks in living cells [11]. A protein is
a linear heteropolymer of 20 common amino acids connected by
peptide bonds. Although different amino acids have distinctive
characteristics, they can be brieﬂy divided into two groups: hydrophobic (or non-polar) and hydrophilic (or polar). To be functional,
many proteins need to fold via intermediates into unique threedimensional structures composed of spatially organized polypeptide fragments that assume different secondary structures, including the a-helix, b-sheet, reverse turns, and loops [12–15]. On the
other hand, some proteins may remain highly unstructured,
without stable secondary and tertiary structures, but are fully
functional, thus called ‘‘intrinsically unstructured proteins”
[16–19]. Nevertheless, to fold or to remain intrinsically unstructured mainly depends on the interplay between water and the
protein sequence characteristic of amino acid composition, complexity, hydrophobicity, charge, ﬂexibility, etc. In general, the
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intrinsically-unstructured proteins are signiﬁcantly lacking of
bulky hydrophobic (Ile, Leu, and Val) and aromatic (Trp, Tyr, and
Phe) amino acid residues but are dramatically enriched in polar
(Arg, Gly, Gln, Ser, Pro, Glu, and Lys) and structure-breaking (Gly
and Pro) residues [16–18]. As such, despite being highly unstructured, they are soluble in buffer.
For a typical well-folded protein, its folding process is extensively thought to be dictated by the aqueous solution (55 M concentration of water). More speciﬁcally, the conﬂict between the
hydrophobic side chains in the protein and the polar nature of
the water represents the main driving force for protein folding.
This conﬂict forces the hydrophobic groups to collapse into a
tightly-packed core in which more than 80% of the nonpolar side
chains are buried. Consequently, in the three-dimensional structure of a well-folded native protein, the majority of hydrophobic
residues are buried in the internal core, thus being shielded from
water while most hydrophilic residues are exposed to the bulk solvent, substantially contributing to the formation of the hydration
shell by hydrogen bonding to water molecules. It has been even
proposed that the protein motions and water dynamics are highly
coupled. The ﬂuctuation of the hydration water is able to slave the
protein dynamics, thus mediating its function [8,20].
Proteins are only marginally stable. Even for a well-fold protein,
its thermodynamic stability resulting from a balance of large
opposing forces is relatively small, with 5–20 kcal/mol in free energy more stable than unfolded states under physiologic conditions
[21–25]. As a consequence, proteins undergo inherently dynamic
ﬂuctuations among different conformations and become partially
unfolded even under modest denaturing conditions such as acidic
pH [14,26,27]. In some cases the free energy gap separating the native from the denatured state is small enough to allow spontaneous
denaturation. In a partially folded or denatured protein, the hydrophobic side chains are anticipated to be more exposed to the bulk
solvent, and consequently they have a high tendency to be clustered together to form intermolecular aggregates.
One commonly-encountered problem in protein research and
application is their insolubility. Recently protein misfolding/aggregation becomes a hot topic of both fundamental and practice interest. In vivo protein misfolding/aggregation have been extensively
demonstrated to be responsible for a large spectrum of the neurodegenerative diseases including Spongiform encephalopathies,
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases [28]. In vitro protein aggregation presents a large challenge to the bio-pharmaceutical industry,
where aggregation occurs frequently for a therapeutic protein [21].

2. Solubilizing ‘‘insoluble proteins" with pure water
Previously, insoluble proteins were not assessable by the high
resolution biophysical methods including NMR spectroscopy and
crystallography. Although X-ray crystallography collects data on
a protein in crystal, a high protein concentration in solution is
needed ﬁrst for crystallization. On the other hand, based on the
structure genomics projects, it has been estimated that 35–50%
of the proteins expressed in Escherichia coli cells were in inclusion
bodies, a large portion of which were not refoldable in buffer systems with any currently-available methods [29,30]. Despite extensive efforts to reduce formation of inclusion bodies in E. coli cells by
fusing with a highly-soluble tag, coexpressing folding catalysts and
chaperones, reducing culture temperature, and modifying culture
media, these approaches do not always work [31]. This observation
implies that the intrinsic property of a protein may be responsible
for its insolubility. Therefore, structural characterization of insoluble proteins would provide valuable insights into their properties
and aggregation mechanism, and moreover offer rationales for
enhancing protein solubility. Unfortunately, previously no general

method was available to solubilize these proteins without addition
of detergents or/and denaturants such as sodium dodecyl sulfate,
urea, and guanidine hydrochloride at high concentrations.
About 6 years ago, we started to work on the 66-residue extracellular domain of the human Nogo proteins designated as Nogo66, in an attempt to determine its NMR structure for further design
of mimetics to enhance the central nervous system (CNS) regeneration. Unfortunately, despite an extensive optimization of buffer
systems by varying the salt type, concentration and pH, the isolated Nogo-66 protein was found to be highly insoluble. As such
we were only able to determine the NMR structure of the soluble
Nogo-40 with the C-terminal 26 residues of Nogo-66 deleted
[32]. However, Nogo-40 was highly disordered in the aqueous buffer and assumed a two-helix conformation only in the presence of
50% triﬂuoroethanol (TFE). Intriguingly, later on in further optimizing buffer conditions we found that the RP-HPLC puriﬁed Nogo-66
with the estimated pI of 7.7 could be solubilized in salt-free water
at a high protein concentration at pH 4.0 at which Nogo-66 had
estimated charges of 15.2. In salt-free water, Nogo-66 had a CD
spectrum typical of a helical conformation. To understand this phenomenon, we further generated several differentially-truncated
forms of Nogo-66 and studied them by CD and NMR. The results
led to the identiﬁcation of Nogo-60 with the C-terminal 6 residues
deleted which had a CD spectrum highly similar to that of Nogo-66
(Fig. 1a) as well as a well-dispersed HSQC spectrum in salt-free
water (Fig. 1b). Although Nogo-60 still remained totally insoluble
in buffer, we succeeded in determining its solution structure in
salt-free water by use of heteronuclear three-dimensional NMR
spectroscopy [33]. The NMR structure immediately reveals why
Nogo-40 is highly disordered while Nogo-60 is helical. As seen in
Fig. 1c, Nogo-60 is composed of three helices 1–3 while the corresponding region of Nogo-40 can only form two helices 1 and 2,
which are very similar to those of Nogo-40 in the presence of
50% TFE. Interestingly the middle helix is unusually long, containing 20 residues. Remarkably, the detailed analysis revealed that
the formation of the stable helical conformation of Nogo-60 appeared to require the packing interaction between the long middle
helix and the third helix which was absent in Nogo-40 [33]. This
packing interaction may function to shield the unusually-long middle helix from being highly exposed to the bulk water, thus stabilizing the intrinsic helix-forming propensity of the whole molecule.
In contrast, the absence of this packing in Nogo-40 would result in
a severe solvation of the middle helix, thus resulting in a highlydisordered state. This also implies that one mechanism for TFE to
stabilize the helical structure might be to protect the helix-forming
residues from a severe solvation.
On the other hand, the Nogo-60 structure in salt-free water also
sheds light on why it is high insoluble in buffer. As seen in Fig. 1c,
the C-terminal 6-residues Leu55-Phe56-Leu57-Val58-Asp59Asp60 were highly unstructured, in particular with the four unburied hydrophobic residues Leu55-Phe56-Leu57-Val58 forming a
large and exposed surface. Therefore we speculated that this exposed hydrophobic surface might be mainly responsible for its
insolubility in buffer. Indeed, the designed Nogo-54 with the last
six residues removed (Fig. 1d) suddenly became soluble in buffer
and had very similar conformations in both salt-free water and
buffer [33]. Interestingly, thermal unfolding results indicate that
Nogo-54 in salt-free water was much more stable than that in buffer. On the other hand, recently we also demonstrated that buffersoluble Nogo-54 indeed had the inhibitory activity of Nogo-66
in vivo [34], suggesting that the protein conformation in pure
water has no fundamental difference from the active form in
buffer.
Although I have been deeply puzzled by this discovery, at that
time I still considered that the successful solubilization of Nogo60 with pure water should be resulting from some unique property
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Fig. 1. Nogo-60 representing Group 3 of insoluble proteins. (a) Far-UV CD spectrum of Nogo-60 in salt-free water at pH 4.0. (b) 1H–15N NMR HSQC spectrum of Nogo-60 in
salt-free water at pH 4.0. (c) NMR structure of Nogo-60 determined in salt-free water at pH 4.0 and a protein concentration of 600 lM. The C-terminal 4 residues forming a
large hydrophobic surface are displayed in spheres. (d) The designed Nogo-54 with the last six residues removed is soluble both in salt-free water and buffer.

encoded in the Nogo-60 molecules because the relationship between protein solubility and ionic strength has been well established which contains two phases: salting-in and salting-out. In
other words, solubility of proteins should be increased with the
addition of small amounts of salt and then decreased in more concentrated solutions of electrolytes [35–39]. However, despite intense examination of Nogo-66 sequence and structure, I failed to
ﬁnd any unique property which might account for the discovery.
Because of this, the results with Nogo-60 were retained for quite
a while before submission for publication. However, in the ﬂight
back from the visit to Bethlehem, Birthplace of Jesus, I suddenly
realized that before moved to Singapore, I have encountered myself several other proteins which were also totally insoluble in buffer but could be dissolved in salt-free water after HPLC puriﬁcation.
At that moment, I also thought that these proteins carried some
unique properties thus ignored the observations. Nevertheless, by
comparing those proteins to Nogo-66 again and again, I still failed
to identify any correlation. Therefore I was tempted to think that
solubilization of insoluble proteins with salt-free water might represent a general phenomenon, rather than due to the uniqueness of
those proteins. As such it is certainly worth to test on more insoluble proteins despite being apparently incompatible with the
established notion. Eventually I succeeded in convincing all members in my lab to test on their insoluble proteins.
To my great surprise, all 11 buffer-insoluble protein fragments/
domains we had, with a great diversity of cellular function, location, and molecular size, could be readily solubilized in salt-free
water at high protein concentrations [40]. For all those 11 proteins,
we have devoted signiﬁcant efforts to optimize buffer systems by
varying the salt type, concentration and pH, in an attempt to solubilize them but all failed. Their successful solubilization in pure
water thus offered us an unprecedented opportunity to investigate
the structural properties of these previously-thought insoluble
proteins by use of circular dichroism (CD) and NMR 1H–15N heter-

onuclear single quantum correlation (HSQC) spectroscopy. The CD
and NMR results led to the classiﬁcation of these proteins into
three groups: Group 1, with no stable secondary structure as detected by CD, and with narrowly-dispersed but sharp HSQC peaks;
Group 2, with stable secondary structure by CD but with HSQC
peaks broadened and, consequently, only a small set of peaks
detectable; and Group 3, with stable secondary structure by CD,
and with narrowly-dispersed but sharp HSQC peaks. Group 3 proteins can be nicely represented by Nogo-60 which has been discussed above in details. On the other hand, Groups 1 and 2 can
be exempliﬁed respectively by the Avian Inﬂuenza receptor-binding domain (RBD) and the reduced Nogo-66 receptor (NgR).
The 152-residue RBD representing Group 1 was isolated from
the 561-residue hemagglutinin of the Avian Inﬂuenza A virus, with
the estimated pI of 9.67. In the context of the full-length hemagglutinin, RBD is well-folded and adopts a b-sheet dominant structure (Fig. 2a). However, upon being separated from hemagglutinin,
it was totally insoluble even in 5 mM buffer and also not refoldable
by a variety of refolding protocols. Remarkably, it could be dissolved at a protein concentration of 400 lM in salt-free water at
pH 6.2 at which it had estimated charges of 14.8. In the salt-free
water, RBD has a far-UV CD spectrum (Fig. 2b) typical for a highly
disordered protein. On the other hand, although it has a narrowlydispersed HSQC spectrum, the NMR resonance peaks are sharp and
visible for almost all no proline residues, as evidenced from the
well-separated HSQC peaks for all 9 Gly residues in the sequence
(Fig. 2c). RBD appears to be highly absent of stable secondary structure and tight tertiary packing although the existence of the dynamic residual structures cannot be ruled out. Very recently, we
also found that the truncated form of a transcriptional activator
ApLLP was soluble in buffer but the full-length could only be dissolved in salt-free water [41]. More interestingly, the truncated
ApLLP was able to bind to the DNA fragment in buffer but the
full-length showed no binding ability to DNA in salt-free water.
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Fig. 2. RBD and NgR representing Groups 1 and 2 of insoluble proteins. (a) Three-dimensional structure of the Avian Inﬂuenza RBD in the context of the entire hemagglutinin
(PDB code 1JSN). (b) Far-UV CD spectrum of the 152-residue RBD at pH 6.2. (c) 1H–15N NMR HSQC spectrum of RBD at pH 6.2 and a protein concentration of 400 lM. The
HSQC peaks for nine Gly residues (including those from His-tag) are indicated by the arrows. (d) Three-dimensional structure of the N-NgR previously determined by X-ray
crystallography (PDB code 1OZN). (e) Far-UV CD spectrum of the 421-residue NgR at pH 4.2. (f) 1H–15N NMR HSQC spectra of NgR in the absence (blue) and presence (red) of
8 M urea at pH 4.2 and a protein concentration of 120 lM.

The 421-residue NgR with the estimated pI of 8.82 representing
Group 2 was derived from the 473-residue Nogo-66 receptor with
its signal peptide and GPI-anchor sequences removed. Its Nogo-66
binding domain adopts a leucine-rich repeat fold (Fig. 2d) which
usually gives rise to helix-like CD spectra probably due to its unique solenoid-like fold [40]. However, when expressed in E. coli
cells, it was not refoldable and completely insoluble in a variety
of buffer systems because of lack of the formation of six disulﬁde
bridges. However, it could again be solubilized in salt-free water
at pH 4.2 at which it had estimated charges of 53.8 thus were
assessable by CD and NMR spectroscopy. Very amusingly, if judged
from its far-UV CD spectrum (Fig. 2e), it might be concluded that
the native-like secondary structure might already form in the
disulﬁde-lacking NgR [40]. On the other hand, NgR had an HSQC
spectrum with a narrow dispersion as well as very broad NMR
peaks (Fig. 2f). Addition of 8 M urea resulted in no signiﬁcant
change in the near-UV CD spectrum, indicating that the side-chain
packing was largely disrupted even without urea. However, introduction of 8 M urea did lead to the appearance of many new HSQC
peaks (Fig. 2f). These results clearly indicate that the disulﬁdelacking NgR undergoes intermediate conformational exchanges
or/and dynamic aggregation, largely owing to its ﬂuctuating sidechain packing [14,26,42,43]. It appears that the absence of six
disulﬁde bridges leads NgR to being trapped in the molten globule
state with both native-like secondary structure and tertiary topology, but without a tight side-chain packing. In this regard, although
the disulﬁde formation appears not essential for folding, it is vital
for maintaining protein stability and tight side-chain packing
[44,45]. Recently we also demonstrated that before the formation
of two disulﬁde bridges, the ephrin-B2 ectodomain could only be
solubilized in salt-free water which underwent intermediate conformational exchanges or/and dynamic aggregation. However,
once the two disulﬁde bridges were correctly formed by in vitro

refolding of the same sample in the buffer containing both oxidized
and reduced glutathione, the ephrin-B2 ectodomain suddenly became well-structured as well as functional in binding to its receptor EphB2 [46]. More incredibly, we recently also discovered that
the full-length Nogo-B receptor with 30 residue transmembrane
fragment could also be solubilized in salt-free water with molten
globule like properties [47].
So far we have tested on 30 proteins insoluble and not refoldable in a variety of buffer systems, but all of them could be solubilized in salt-free water, manifesting a diverse spectrum of
structural states covering all possible conformations previously observed for highly or partially unfolded proteins. However, we failed
to ﬁnd any insoluble protein fragment/domain with a tight tertiary
packing. This observation strongly implies that proteins are insoluble in buffers, probably because they lack an intrinsic propensity
to reach or/and maintain the well-packed native state and consequently were trapped in the highly-disordered states, or moltenglobule which result in a signiﬁcant exposure of hydrophobic side
chains, thus owning a tremendous tendency to aggregation in the
presence of salt ions.
3. Model for solubilizing insoluble proteins with pure water
So what is the mechanism by which insoluble proteins can be
solubilized in pure water? In general, protein solubility can be regarded as the outcome of the complex interplay among various
interactions between protein–protein, protein–water, protein–ion
and ion–water. Protein solubility has been extensively studied
since the beginning of the last century, particularly the 1930s
and in the last decade. The key work of Green offered the experimental basis to the rules that protein solubility is minimal at its
pI, followed by the ﬁrst increases (salting-in) and then decreases
(salting-out) with the increase of ionic strength [35–38]. Despite
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extensive studies, the molecular mechanisms underlying protein
solubility and salt effect still remain poorly-understood and in particular very controversy [48,49]. Nevertheless, it has been widely
accepted that the protein aggregation is mainly mediated by electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions between individual molecules. In general, the inter-molecular hydrophobic interaction
will trigger the clustering of hydrophobic side chains of individual
molecules, thus leading to precipitation/aggregation. On the other
hand, electrostatic interaction contains two terms: the repulsive
force between protein molecules carrying the same net charges;
and dispersive/attractive force between protein molecules with
permanent and induced dipoles.
Here I would propose a schematic model to rationalize why an
insoluble protein can be solubilized in pure water. As extensively
documented, the isoelectric point (pI) of the majority of globular
proteins is in the pH range of 5–8. On the other hand, most previous examples of salting-in were established from well-folded proteins and their solubility data were acquired from experiments
performed near the pI of these proteins, such as carboxyhemoglobin and lactoglobulins [38]. As shown in Fig. 3a, for a well-fold
globular protein, the majority of the hydrophobic side chains are
buried in the core while on the surface are mainly hydrophilic side
chains. In this regard, the inter-molecular hydrophobic interaction
is expected to be relatively weak. If the protein is in salt-free water
with pH close to its pI, the net charge of the protein is very small
and consequently the repulsive electrostatic interaction is also
weak. As a result, the main force in mediating the intermolecular
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interaction will be the attractive electrostatic portion. The individual molecules of a well-folded protein have the strongest tendency
to come together, mainly driven by the attractive electrostatic
force in salt-free water with the pH close to the pI of the protein,
and thus the solubility is the lowest under this condition. However,
if a small amount of salt ions are introduced into this system
(Fig. 3b), the charged ions will screen out the attractive electrostatic interaction to a certain degree, which will reduce the attractive intermolecular interaction, thus leading to the increase of the
solubility (salting-in). If the salt concentration is further increased,
the protein solubility will decrease, thus resulting in precipitation
(salting-out). Consequently, for a well-folded protein in aqueous
solution with pH close to its pI, the classic curve is obtained for
protein solubility versus salt concentration (Fig. 3c).
By contrast, as we recently revealed [33,34,40,41,46,47], insoluble proteins represent a special class of proteins which are trapped
in the highly-disordered or molten globule states without a tight
tertiary packing. Because of this, these proteins have a substantial
amount of hydrophobic side chains exposed to the bulk water. As
seen in Fig. 3d, if a protein of this family is dissolved in the salt-free
water with pH deviated from its pI (for example, pH 4.0 as we usually used), the individual molecules will bear a signiﬁcant amount
of net charges. In the regard, the repulsive electrostatic interaction
or/and large protein hydration shell will constitute an energy barrier unfavorable for inter-molecular interactions in pure water. As
a result, in pure water the hydrophobic interaction and attractive
electrostatic force will be signiﬁcantly suppressed, and the precipitation/aggregation is prevented. However, if even a small amount
of salt is introduced, the repulsive electrostatic interaction will be
screen out or/and the protein hydration shell may be disrupted to
some extent. As a sum the hydrophobic interaction will become
dominant, thus leading to immediate precipitation/aggregation
(Fig. 3e). These will give rise to a non-classic curve of protein solubility versus salt concentration with a very steep slope (Fig. 3f).
For example, at pH 4.0 Nogo-60 would precipitate immediately
at a NaCl concentration of 5 mM while at pH 4.2 NgR would precipitate rapidly at a NaCl concentration of 3 mM. According to this
model, for an insoluble protein, the solubility is the highest in pure
water and the presence of even a small amount of salt ions will
trigger immediate precipitation. Furthermore, this model is also
able to explain our observation that in the salt-free water, the
binding interaction between the biomolecules was dramatically
blocked [41] because the repulsive electrostatic force or/and large
hydration shell will signiﬁcantly reduce the probability for individual protein molecules to collide.

4. Implications and potential applications

Fig. 3. Proposed model for salt effect on a well-folded and an insoluble proteins. (a–
c) Salt effect on a well-folded protein. (a) Well-folded protein molecules in salt-free
water with the pH value close to its pI. The green balls stand for the protein
molecules. The hydrophobic side chains are represented by grey sticks. Purple and
blue sticks are used to represent respectively the hydrophilic side chains positivelycharged and negatively-charged. The red dot cloud is utilized to symbolize the net
charge. The small-size cyan balls are water molecules. (b) Well-folded protein
molecules in the presence of a small amount of salt. The medium-size red balls are
salt ions with some water molecules clustered around them. (c) The classic curve of
protein solubility versus salt concentration for a well-folded protein. (d–f) Salt
effect on an insoluble protein. (d) Insoluble protein in salt-free water. The green
ellipsoids stand for insoluble protein molecules with a large amount of hydrophobic
side chains exposed. (e) Insoluble protein molecules in the presence of a small
amount of salt. (f) The unique curve of protein solubility versus salt concentration
for an insoluble protein.

Almost all religions decree the magic power of pure water. On
the other hand, probably all biological reactions occur in salty
water and consequently pure water seems irrelevant to the biological systems. Now our studies reveal that pure water does indeed
own a unique ability to allow insoluble proteins to manifest their
full conformation states in aqueous solution. Our discovery also
sheds light on a previously unknown regime associated with proteins: proteins appear so designed that in pure water their intrinsic
repulsive interactions are sufﬁcient to suppress the attractive
forces, thus preventing them from severe precipitation/aggregation. Interestingly, as shown by our analysis of Nogo-54, the conformations of a protein are very much similar in both pure water
and buffer. This implies that the driving forces for protein folding
may remain fundamentally unchanged in aqueous solution regardless of the presence or absence of salt ions. Our discovery also
holds several potential applications. First of all, it may largely
facilitate our experimental understanding of protein folding and
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further rationalizing protein design. Also, by adjusting salt concentration, the aggregation rate may be manipulated and thus monitored by high-resolution biophysical methods such as NMR
spectroscopy. This will allow our insight into the molecular details
of the aggregation events of signiﬁcant biological relevance.
As we have demonstrated on Nogo-66 fragments [33,34], the
determination of the NMR structure of buffer-insoluble Nogo-60
in salt-free water offered key rationales to ﬁnally design of buffer-soluble Nogo-54 which retained both solution conformation
and biological activity. More generally, the discovery may be valuable to experimentally assessing the relationship between the protein sequence and three-dimensional structure by the structural
analysis of protein mutation or fragment libraries. One severe
problem encountered in these approaches is that many mutants
or fragments are highly insoluble and consequently their structural
properties can not be characterized [50,51]. In fact, we have tested
the approaches by using the ﬁrst hNck2 SH3 domain as a model
system. This 58-residue small protein without any disulﬁde bridge
shares a classic SH3 fold, namely the b-barrel fold comprising ﬁve
b-stands, which are organized into two b-sheets [27,52]. We ﬁrst
dissected the 58-residue SH3 domain into a library of small fragments according to their secondary structure boundary. Despite
insolubility of several peptide fragments, we succeeded in solubilizing and further characterizing them in salt-free water. Intriguingly, ﬁrst detected by CD, then conﬁrmed by detailed NMR
analysis, the conformation of the fragment without the N- and Cterminal short b-strands were found to switch from the native bdominant to a totally helical conformation. With further mutagenesis and NMR characterization, we provided the ﬁrst high-resolution NMR evidence showing that the classic SH3 fold shared by
more than 4000 SH3 domains owns the chameleon ability, which
can form highly populated helical conformations upon becoming
partially folded [27]. On the same SH3 domain, we also identiﬁed
a group of single mutants which suddenly rendered the proteins
into highly buffer-insoluble. However, our successful solubilization
in salt-free water again allowed us to conduct an exhaustive NMR
structural and dynamic characterization on one representative
mutant. The results indicate that on the one hand it had a helical
secondary structure; on the other it still owned a native-like topology with signiﬁcantly-limited backbone motions. Furthermore, we
were also able to follow the dynamic aggregation process of this
mutant by a progressive addition of NaCl and monitored by NMR
(Liu and Song, unpublished data). Interestingly, recently a report
showed that by a gradual addition of NaCl and CaCl2 salts in saltfree water, the muti-step assembly process of the nanosphere
formed by Amelogenin could be mapped to a residue-level by
use of NMR spectroscopy [53].
Our discovery also bears some practical applications. In fact, we
found that the efﬁcacy in in vitro refolding to form disulﬁde
bridges could be enhanced by incubating the HPLC-puriﬁed protein
sample in slightly-acidic salt-free water for a while before addition
of buffering salt and reduced and oxidized glutathiones (unpublished observations). This approach is especially useful in refolding
proteins with a relatively weak propensity to form correct disulﬁde
bridges and its efﬁcacy may be further improved if the refolding
reaction is performed in the anaerobic chamber [42]. Furthermore,
our discovery may provide a powerful tool to study membrane
proteins without needing the presence of lipid molecules. Last
year, we showed that the buffer-insoluble Nogo-B receptor with
30-residue transmembrane fragment could be solubilized in
salt-free water at a high protein concentration [47]. Very recently,
a study reported that an integral membrane channel protein could
be solubilized in salt-free water without membranes, and more
surprisingly it still adopted a three-dimensional structure very
similar to that in the membrane environment [54].
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